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The Run 

 
The POSH decided to join the NSWHHH in the celebration of their 5th year of 

hashing from Muston Park in Chatswood.  In spite of some grumbling from a 
few unhappy POSHites, about 50 Posh stalwarts arrived. 

The run started in the park, charged across the creek (on the bridge) and then 

had Plunger and the Flying Scot leading the way past the back of some 

houses. 

Saltpetre led into the industrial estate up some stairs and over Ashley St 
Bennie was not far behind through the car park onto Eastern Valley Way and 

across at the lights. A mighty check caught many of the runners (including 

Superglue who ended up at Manly Dam:) before they darted into the bush at 

sewer Scotts creek.  The tennis courts made Goanna shiver, but with Spud 
still at work he breathed a sigh of relief.  There was a steep descent with a 

useful rope (I believe Little Shit leapt down without pause) that one poshman 

decided to ignore and tumbled down.  Osmoses dusted him off and sent him 

on his way (is he man enough to identify himself).  The trail meandered 
through tricky messy bush, with Pee Dub grumbling as he went. 

Eventually back to civilization through the Glenaeon Rudolf Steiner School, 

with Little S explaining that it was in a bush setting to minimise ariel 

bombardment, something to do with the Aryan origins. 

Goonshow and Kitty got slowed by a tricky check as we left the school and 
headed up 17 million stairs to the runners walkers split with Saddle Sore 

officiating.  Walkers write your own bit here or ask Centrepoint for details. 

Runners and SCB’s headed down to Sugarloaf bay with Moishe showing 

excellent speed for a hobbling jogker and Cockup Camilla following close 
behind.  Capt’n Bligh convinced me to follow the full runners detour through 

Harold Reid reserve.  Druid “I am not running tonight” charged up the stairs 

as we exited the reserve on Sugarloaf Crescent.  From here, with an energetic 

Hanoi Bill calling on, we climbed 20 million stairs to exit at The Lee.  After 
crossing Eastern Valley way, where Plunger decided that the charging car 

should have stopped because the light was red and was almost strawberry 

jam, we ran down Robert, past the bowling club and across Willoughby park.  

Bennie suffered mental fatigue and lost his way, detouring off trail at the 
close. Front runners returned exactly on the hour, the scribe on the other hand 

ended up chasing “Cumming Anyway” and so was too puffed to take any 

notice of the trail from here on in!!  Comments from the masses follow. 
“A well thought out run providing a new experience for visiting Poshmen”, “Who shat on the 

creek”, “A great run” “I hope Jock uses some of that for the next rubber run (he sold the 

business – ed)”, “I hope Grape had as much fun playing with himself”, “Excellent for a mid city 

run”  
 

The on on was held at the Casa Bella with entertainment from a group 

that had everything but Tic Toc and Calici.  Read the 9000 words 

below.  Thank you to the NSWHHH 
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Photos courtesy TT: 

 
Upcumming Runs 

 

Run 2214 – 30/11/09 

Hares :  Tooth Fairy and Pee Dub 

Where: Red Hill Lookout, Lady Penrhyn Dr, Beacon Hill – Sydway 238 K2 

The Run: Celebrating the Battle of Twin Forks in 1861 – Big American Theme 

dinner, not to be missed.  Slow walkers, fast walkers and runners catered for.  New 

tracks used, better food than available in Manly, how can you not be there?  

 

Run 2215 – 07/12/09 

Hares :  Carefree 

Where: A marvellous venue as expected – Sydway  

The Run: Celebrating Carefree’s Birthday  more detail to follow 

 

Run 2216 – 14/12/09 

Hares :  TBA 

Where : Almost certainly in the Sydway 

 

Run 2217 – 21/12/09 

Hares :  Music Man and the Flying Scot 

Where: From Goannas Place – Sydway 236 B11 

The Run: Special POSH ONLY Christmas run  

 

Run 2218 – 29/12/09 Joint run with Harriettes 
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Don’t forget the Bluewater Classic 

“Hash Blue Water Regatta - Friday 11th December 
  
To participate in this Classic Event it is recommended that hashmen 
be-friend one of the skippers below and secure a berth. 
Arrange your berth early as most of the yachts already have a hard 
core of desperate pirates from previous years. 
  

                                                                 
Skippers Yachts    Suggested capacity 

Anonymous                        8 

                            Music Man                          8 

                           Wally Grout                        7 

                      Captain Bligh                      10 

                             Jungle Jim                          6 

                           Jack the Ripper (already full) 10 

                           Drut’s mate                        8 

                          Saltpetre                            7 

                           Others ?? 

  
Motor Cruisers 

E-Shit                                10 

General De Gaulle (Start Boat)  6 

                                
Catering food and refreshments will be for the care of each boat. 
Skippers are recommended to appoint a Catering Captain to 
arrange purchasing exotic prawns etc and a Thief to collect the 
money and abscond. 
Skippers will advise pick-up details in due season 

  
The Main event will begin with a handicap start from 12.00 in the 
vicinity of Clarke Island. 
  
Let Jack the Ripper know if you are having trouble finding a berth’ 


